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Press release          For immediate release 

 

Songbirds like it sweet! 

A research co-developed by HKU Evolutionary Biologist found that  

Songbird ancestors evolved a new way to taste sugar 
 

July 9, 2021  

 

 
Image 1: A New Holland honeyeater (Phylidonyris novaehollandiae) feeding on Wilson’s grevillea (Grevillea 

wilsonii), a favorite honeyeater food endemic to Western Australia. Photograph by Gerald Allen (Macaulay 

Library 271643651). 

Humans can easily identify sweet-tasting foods - and with pleasure. However, many carnivorous animals lack 

this ability, and whether birds, descendants of meat-eating dinosaurs, can taste sweet was previously unclear. 

An international team of researchers led by Max Planck Institute for Ornithology including Dr Simon SIN 

from Research Division for Ecology and Biodiversity, The University of Hong Kong (HKU), has now shown 

that songbirds, a group containing over 4,000 species, can sense sweetness regardless of their primary diets. 

The study highlights a specific event in the songbird ancestors that allowed their umami (savoury) taste 

receptor to recognise sugar. This ability has been conserved in the songbird lineage, influencing the diet of 

nearly half of all birds living today. 

Bitter, salty, sweet, sour and umami are the five basic tastes that we humans perceive. The sense of taste has 

an enormous influence on our diet - what we think tastes good often ends up on our plates. The rest of the 

animal kingdom is no different, as taste reliably helps to distinguish what is nutritious from what is poisonous. 

But what exactly do other animals taste? 

It is well known that the sweet taste receptor is widespread among mammals. Birds, however, descend from 

carnivorous dinosaurs and lack an essential subunit of this receptor - presumably leaving most unable to detect 

sugar. The only known exception are the hummingbirds, who re-purposed their umami taste receptor to 

recognise carbohydrates. 
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But are all other birds unable to taste sugars?  

First, the researchers from the international team systematically studied the diets of birds. Certain songbird 

lineages, such as sunbirds, sugarbirds, and honeycreepers, are known to regularly consume large quantities of 

nectar. However, the team found an above-average number of other songbird species across the entire radiation 

that occasionally consume nectar or fruit. "This was the first hint that we should concentrate on a range of 

songbirds, not only the nectar-specialised ones when searching for the origins of avian sweet taste," explains 

Dr Maude BALDWIN, an evolutionary biologist from the Max Planck Institute for Ornithology who led the 

research. Indeed, their behavioural experiments showed that both a nectar specialist as well as a grain-eating 

songbird preferred sugar water to regular water.  

The researchers dug deeper and found that the umami receptors of nectar specialist honeyeaters, as well as 

those of other songbirds with varying diets, also respond to sugar. They concluded that songbirds really do 

sense sweetness and, like hummingbirds, use the umami receptor to do so.  

To identify the origin of this ability, the researchers reconstructed ancestral umami receptors at different 

locations on the songbird family tree. It turned out that the early ancestors of songbirds evolved the ability to 

sense sugar, even before they radiated out of Australia and spread across the planet. "We were very surprised 

by this result. Sweet perception emerged very early within the songbird radiation and then persisted even in 

species that do not rely primarily on sugary food," says Dr Baldwin. 

In addition to the timing of the sensory change, the researchers were able to uncover its molecular basis. By 

comparing the sugar-indifferent and sugar-responding receptor sequences, they identified the modifications 

enabling sweet perception. Interestingly, these exact changes coincide only slightly with those seen in the 

distantly-related hummingbirds, even though similar areas of the receptor are modified. So, over evolutionary 

time, these distant bird groups converged on the same solution of re-purposing their umami taste receptors to 

sense sugar. However, each group modified the receptors in distinct ways to achieve the same outcome. "It is 

intriguing that hummingbirds and songbirds convergently evolved to taste sugar, but via different ways. This 

is an important study that shows how different evolutionary pathways could lead to the same adaptation," says 

Dr Sin. 

 

Image 2. A New Holland honeyeater (Phylidonyris novaehollandiae) perched on a banksia in Western 

Australia. Photograph by Gerald Allen (Macaulay Library 340326621). 
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Based on their findings, the scientists suspect that the new sensory percept of ancestral songbirds had far-

reaching effects on their subsequent evolution. In Australia, where songbirds evolved, many different sugar 

sources are common, including insect secretions and tree sap. Sugary food sources may have helped songbirds 

to spread to other continents and successfully occupy a variety of ecological niches.  

Future studies now aim to learn how sweet perception has coevolved with other physiological traits, such as 

changes in digestion and metabolism, across bird evolution. 

Footage of a New Holland honeyeater (Phylidonyris novaehollandiae) drinking nectar from flowers outside 

Deakin University, Australia by Alejandro Rico-Guevara : https://youtu.be/qF1FZltY7u4 

The journal paper can be accessed here: https://science.sciencemag.org/content/373/6551/226 

For media enquiries, please contact Ms Casey To, External Relations Officer (tel: 3917 4948; email: 

caseyto@hku.hk / Ms Cindy Chan, Assistant Director of Communications of HKU Faculty of Science 

 (tel: 3917 5286; email: cindycst@hku.hk). 
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(The press release was derived from the version originated by Max Planck Institute for Ornithology) 
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